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the production planning process has been performed on the shop floor of large vehicle production lines [ 32, 33, 34 ]. the shop floor management team members emphasize the automated production process to enhance productivity on the shop floor. it has been observed that the shop floor management team members want to use the
production planning process to enhance overall production performance, and to achieve this the production planning system should be established on the shop floor. the automatic production planning process enhances productivity by eliminating unnecessary setup activities and providing necessary information to the production processes.

therefore, the production planning process will be effective on the shop floor management system. the production planning process is mainly divided into six stages, namely production planning, system assessment, planning, execution, control, and monitoring. all of these stages are performed by the production planning system [ 2 ]. the
production planning process comprises the following three stages, namely production planning, system assessment, and planning. the production planning process is performed by the shop floor management team in each production phase, and the production planning system is used to enhance the effectiveness of the production planning

process. the production planning system comprises the following five stages, namely planning process, selection of planned process, establishment of process model, validation, and assessment. in the production planning system, the following five stages are incorporated, namely production planning, system assessment, planning, execution,
and control. the production planning system helps in production scheduling by using the different simulation techniques such as simulation and machine learning concepts. these techniques help in the implementation of a safe and waste-free environment on the shop floor. the production planning system is widely used for the implementation of

production scheduling and planning on the shop floor management system. the production planning system helps the shop floor management team in the implementation of lean production management system on the shop floor. the production planning system enhances the productivity by elimination of unnecessary activities and providing
necessary information to the production processes. the system developed in the present research would be applicable for the shop floor management teams in various industry sectors such as manufacturing, services, and other industrial sectors, which are highly dependent on the lean production management system.
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b. m. k. mukhopadhyay, v. gautam, and k. r. sahoo, “production planning and control in smart manufacturing environment of industry 4.0,” journal of aerospace science and technology, vol. 6, no. 1, pp. 67-71, 2019. > the development of research methodology is a systematic way to implement process optimization methods that the elimination
of waste in production can be possible. in previous researches, few researchers developed a methodology to improve the effectiveness of process optimization methods for shop floor management. in methodologies, emphasis was laid on determining the consumption of resources according to production and improving the production process.

the following features distinguish the developed methodologies and prove to be important for the implementation of process optimization techniques.(i)the developed methodology helps understand the reason of source of waste and investigated impact of working production processes on productivity in industry 4.0(ii)the developed
methodology provides a systemic illustration of material-flow, process-flow, time parameters (ct, lt, it, and tt) to control the uncertainty in an advanced production environment(iii)the developed methodology identifies problems and challenges by systematic analysis and helps provide an efficient action plan at beginning of production in industry

4.0(iv)the developed methodology can be applied to any type of shop floor management in industry 4.0 and control overall process activities within available resources present research methodology demonstrates its usefulness in terms of improved productivity, customer satisfaction level, resources utilization, and production time. the case
study revealed that the proposed production management system can provide precise identification of the challenges and problems responsible for production in industry 4.0 using a lean and smart manufacturing approach. the production management helps the management system implement a suitable shop floor management approach for
the elimination of non-value-added activities. to validate the production management system presented, it was implemented in a production condition of industry 4.0, and it was found that production improved as per the standards set by the production management system. production improvement has been calculated according to various

parameters. these improvements are shown in figure 11. 5ec8ef588b
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